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Quiz: Red Tape Pandemic 

Directions:  Select the answer that best completes the sentence. 

1) Coronavirus deaths in South Korea leveled off quickly because _______________________. 

A) citizens were ordered to stay in their homes as soon as the disease was detected there 
B) their government mandated testing of all citizens   
C) Korea provided more and quicker testing, thereby isolating infected people quicker 
D) Korean doctors are better at detecting contagious viruses than American doctors 
 

2) All of the following contributed to the spread of the Coronavirus in the U.S. except 

_______________________. 

A) testing kits were not readily available 
B) federal regulations required labs have FDA approval before developing their own tests 
C) many states require doctors and nurses to be licensed in their state before they can treat 
patients 
D) telemedicine has not been accurate in diagnosing Coronavirus 
 

3) According to the video, Federal regulations of doctors helping in other states were waived, although 

_______________________. 

A) the virus differs from each state and doctors can’t adapt to the strain 
B) the president doesn’t have the power to override state law 
C) when a doctor goes to help another state, they have no place to stay 
D) doctors in one state don’t like getting help from out of state doctors 
 

4) According to the doctor in the video, _______________________. 

A) a shortage of test kits led to some people being quarantined who were not infected  
B) everyone who was quarantined needed a ventilator, and there weren’t enough 
C) Americans should have taken advice from China, which had early experience with Coronavirus 
D) there are far too many people in the U.S. to test for Coronavirus 

 

5) The main idea of this video is that the Coronavirus pandemic in the U.S. was worsened by 

_______________________. 

A) U.S. government regulations  
B) South Korea, because they didn’t warn the U.S. quickly enough  
C) people not social distancing as they should 
D) a terrible, for-profit healthcare system 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Red Tape Pandemic – Answer Key: 

1.  C 

2.  D 

3.  B 

4.  A 

5.  A 


